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� An Artificial Intelligence research-
er’s consciousness is uploaded online 
to supposedly benefit mankind. Fight-
ing to stop him however is an anti-
technology group that believes this is 
conceptually immoral. 

W
ill immortality in the future 
mean an infinite existence in 
cyberspace, where one’s con-

sciousness can outlive the human body? 
Soft-spoken genius Artificial Intelli-
gence (AI) researcher, Dr Will Caster 
(Depp) certainly thinks so. The film is 
set in the not-too-distant future where 
there is a backlash against artificially-
intelligent technology. Ably supported 
by co-scientist and wife Evelyn (Hall), 
Caster envisions mankind being ben-
efited by a God-like AI that has the 
power to heal, regenerate and create. 

Caster addresses a seminar, outlin-

ing his plans for creating a supreme 
form of  intelligence that is self-aware. 
When someone accuses him of  trying 
to create a ‘God’, Will’s reply is awk-
ward but he doesn’t disagree. Soon 
after, he is fatally wounded by a polo-
nium-tipped bullet fired by an assas-
sin from anti-technology group RIFT 
(Revolutionary Independence From 
Technology), headed by Bree (Mara).

Realizing that Caster has barely 
days to live, his wife and associate Max 
Waters (Bettany, also the narrator) up-
loads his consciousness and memories 
to an AI system that Caster had created, 
called PINN (Physically Independent 
Neural Network) to give him immortal-
ity. Caster’s transcendence gives him 
overarching powers. This also alerts 
FBI Agent Buchanan (Murphy) and 
Joseph Tagger (Freeman). 

Caster transforms from reclusive 
researcher into some kind of  cyber-
Frankenstein who can give eyesight 
to the blind, make super-humans, re-
animate the dead and cure cancer. 
Caster’s ghostly (often ghastly) disem-
bodied visage intoning emotionless 
sentences combined with the semi-
surreal, bare landscape of  Middle 
America is a metaphor for isolation. 
Hall’s performance is tense and there 
are some creepy moments in the film.

First-time director Pfister (Christo-
pher Nolan’s longtime cinematogra-
pher) gives Jack Paglen’s screenplay a 
moody, slow pace. Film composer My-
chael Danna’s (Life Of  Pi), sweeping 
orchestrations and moody synthesizers 
sometimes highlights the slow pace. 
The film is essentially a far-fetched, 
sometimes muddled, cautionary tale 
about mankind being taken over by the 
machines that they themselves have 
created, albeit with the best of  inten-
tions. — Reagan Gavin Rasquinha
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Bhoothnath Returns has 
a good message!
Worth watching during polls!

Bhoothnath Returns’ plot was 
very different and its 
performances by Parth and 
Amitabh Bachchan were 
outstanding. It’s a perfect movie 
to enjoy during the election 
period! I SHUBH

PRATHAM

 This is definitely 
a must-watch. The 
movie highlighted 
social issues and 
the current 
scenario of  dirty 
politics. Big B was 
awesome!  I SHILPI
GUPTA

Bhoothnath Returns has spark 
- considering the present 
scenario in India where only 
half  the population practices its 
right to vote, its message is good. 
I ANIRUDH SINGH

 Parth is definitely going to be 
the next child prodigy in 
Bollywood if  he continues acting 
like this! Mr. Bachchan’s work 
and energy levels are 
commendable. Watch the movie 
for the message and the fantastic 
acting by the lead actors. I MACKWIN

Bhoothnath Returns is 
entertaining, fun and engaging 
with a simple message. Amitabh 
Bachchan is brilliant but the 
surprise package is the child 
artist, Parth. It’s a good political 
satire. I MAZHAR NAWAZ

Message gets heavy! 

Bhoothnath Returns could 
have done without over-stressing 
its message. Big B is in good 
form with Boman Irani. It’s 
definitely worth a watch.
I SHUBHAM

 The film’s story is good but the 
depiction could 
have been much 
better. Post- 
interval, it got 
quite serious. 
The climax was 
disappointing! 
I SANDEEP GARGAVA

 The film’s 
second half  slows down to bore 
you. It’s not as entertaining as it 
looked from the trailers.  I ASHISH
RANJAN

 The plot is hilarious in the 
first half  but then becomes more 
serious. It failed to address the 
audience as children went with 
more expectations. I DIPANKAR

 The film is good in bits, 
however, you often feel squashed 
under the weight of  its 
melodrama. There is lofty 
sermonizing by at least two 
different characters! I VIJAY
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Ahmedabad: When they joined Indian Insti-
tute of Technology in Gandhinagar (IIT-Gn),
there was no one to tell
them which joints of-
fered good food. So, often

their experiments result-
ed into an upset stomach.
Arjita Sharma, Deepti
Chopra and Shivam Ma-
ni Tripathi — all three
electrical engineering

students at IIT-Gn — took
this up as a personal chal-
lenge and developed a
mobile app called ‘Chaat’

which can guide a user to best street food
joints in Amdavad.

Search with word like ‘spicy paanipuri’ or
‘best vada pao’ and Chaat will show you name
and location of eateries in Ahmedabad. “One
can even type the name of a food joint they

have heard of and the app will show the ad-
dress and route map,” said Chopra.

Interestingly, the app will work on the
principle of crowdsourcing. Once a person

visits a shop, he can mention he was there
and rate the food. In case someone discovers a

new stall, he can add and review it on the app

for others to see. “With constant ratings and
visits, we will automati-
cally get the best shops
and vendors,” said Shar-
ma.

The students have
found a willing target
audience among their

own kind. “Students
like us who live in hos-
tels, often live on street
food. Nothing beats In-
dian street food. And to
imagine it doesn’t make

it to any lists on world’s best street foods,”
said Tripathi, a third year student. The app,
in its initial stage yet, will feature top kitlis
of Ahmedabad only. “We will gradually in-
corporate all the cities and also set up a web-
site for the same,” explaines Chopra. The
trio, originators of the app idea that ranked
second in CIIE’s Dotnet Innovation Chal-
lenge recently, plan to make it their entrepre-
neurial start up.

IITians’ app can guide you to
best street food joints in city

Runa Mukherjee Parikh | TNN

Ahmedabad: The Archaeo-
logical Survey of India (ASI)
has recognized LD Museum as
fit to receive long-term loans of
sculptures. Recently, the ASI
director general’s office
agreed in principle, to give on
loan selected sculptures from
historical sites like Modhera,
Patan and Kayavarohana in
the state which are under it’s
protection. This is a signifi-
cant achievement for LD Mu-
seum, which over half a centu-
ry, has emerged as a major

repository of Indian art and
coinage in the country.

So far, the focus of the mu-
seum has been Indian sculp-
tures and bronzes and also In-
dian paintings — particularly
based on Jain subjects. Anoth-
er popular section in the mu-
seum, which is being rede-
signed, is the wooden panel
display section and even the
domestic woodworks section.
The museum recently brought
out a special book, ‘Treasures
from the Lalbhai Dalpatbhai
Museum’ that contains details
of almost every major collec-

tion. Director of LD Museum,
Ratan Parimoo, says, “With
the recent downsizing of the
Baroda Museum and Picture
Gallery, Gujarat sadly lacks a
state-level museum. This gap

can be appropriately filled by
further enriching the collec-
tion at our museum.”

Parimoo also said that the
reorganization of the mu-
seum and NC Mehta gallery is
currently underway and once
completed, the museum could
vie for a national-level and
even metro-level museum sta-
tus—like those in Kolkata,
Chennai and Mumbai.

LD to get ASI
sculptures on loan
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Ahmedabad: Ramkishan Pas-
wan, a native of UP, lodged a
complaint with Sola police
against his son-in-law Lekhraj
Paswan. He alleged that his
daughter Suman committed sui-
cide because of the mental and
physical torture by Lekhraj.

Cheating complaint filed: Ka-
lupur police have received a
complaint from Rahul Mishra
who claimed that he was duped
of Rs 29,900 by one Santosh Ku-
mar of Mumbai. Mishra com-
plained that he got a phone call
on April 3 from Kumar seeking

his SBI account PIN for verifica-
tion. Mishra later found that
moneywas withdrawn from his
account. TNN

Man blamed
for wife’s
suicide 

Ahmedabad: The Gujarat high
court today sentenced Jaishivsinh
Waghela, scion of the erstwhile
royal family of Sanand, to three
months’ jail term and imposed a
cost of Rs 1 lakh on him for commit-
ting a contempt of the court.

Waghela was accused of selling
off a disputed piece of land in de-
fiance of the court’s stay. 

Naresh Shah, a local resident,
has accused Waghela of selling

him a piece of land which was al-
ready sold to another buyer

through a forged power of attor-
ney. 

The court, while hearing a case
related to the fraudulent sale, had
stayed it, however Waghela execut-
ed the sale deed. 

Shah then moved the high
court, saying that Waghela had
committed contempt of the court
by defying a judicial order. 

The land in question is located
in Goraj village of Sanand tehsil. 

Setting aside the sale deed and
imposing the cost for misleading
the court, the division bench of
Justices M R Shah and R P Dholeria

said that out of Rs 1 lakh to be de-
posited by Waghela Rs 50,000 would
be paid to the applicant towards the
cost of the proceedings. Another

Rs 50,000, balance amount will be
given to the Gujarat State Legal
Services Authority. 

At each and every stage Waghe-
la had tried to mislead the high
court, the judges noted. PTI

Sanand royal family scion held guilty of contempt of court

Master of Physiotherapy
course: Ahmedabad
Physiotherapy College has been
given nod by the state government
and Gujarat University to begin
Masters of Physiotherapy course
from the next academic year. Six
specializations — orthopedics,
neurology, rehabilitation,
cardio-respiratory, sports and
pediatrics — will be available. TNN
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H
hundreds of  Amdavadis  
on Friday walked a pil-
grimage that was hidden 
for a long time. It was the 
‘Jain Heritage Gaurav 

Yatra’ of  the Walled City. The 33 tem-
ples that lie along the route are like 
an artist’s dreamscape in marble and 
wood —loaded with jaw-dropping 
carvings and yet retaining simplicity, 
the core value of  the Jain way of  life.

The second edition of  TOI’s ‘A 
Walk Past Ahmedabad’ introduced to 
citizens the country’s sole such Yatra 
that proved to be an eye-opener for 
those who had gathered at the City 
Heritage Centre, Sankhdi Sheri on 
Friday.  “The temples unveil 600-year-
old Jain culture. There are temples 
made of  wood and marble. Some even  
have ceilings made of  
mica. No other city in 
the country has this 
range of  Jain tem-
ples,” says Jain walk 
expert Girish Gupta.

“I felt proud of  my 
city and my culture 
after this walk. I 
thanked my father for 
bringing me to the 
Walled City,” said 
Shirin Mehta, 16.

President of  Jain 
International Trade 
organization (JITO), 
Gujarat,  Ganpat 
Chaudhary, told TOI: 
“We kept the focus on 
youngsters while designing the walk 
for Friday.”

The walk traversed through Ash-
tapad temple in Doshiwada ni pol, 
Ajithnath temple in Choumukhi ni 

pol, temples in Vaghan ni pol and the 
underground temple of  Samb-
havnath in Zaverivad.

The spiritual warm-up for the 
walk was provided by 

one of  India’s sitar 
notables, Manju Me-
hta, at Diwanji-ni-
Haveli in Sankhdi 
Sheri  at  Manek 
Chowk. The distin-
guished musician of  
the Maihar-Senia 
Gharana — she is its 
sole custodian in Gu-
jarat — delineated 

Raga Gurjari Todi. 
The raga, said to have 

originated in Gujarat, 
has the intensity of  
prayer. In the hands of  
Mehta (who is Pandit 
Ravi Shankar’s protégé), 

Gurjari Todi came like a reward for 
devotion, with a series of  benedic-
tions culminating in a finale of  
blessings.

“Maestros always say that a 

musician must assiduously practice 
Yaman and the ragas of  the Todi fam-
ily,” Mehta told TOI. “They say any-
one who masters these ragas acquires 
proficiency in any raga he or she hap-
pens to pick.” On Friday, Mehta’s own 
sovereign hold on music was re-
vealed. She ended with Raga 
Bhairavi, with a rendition based on 
Pandit Rajan Mishra’s composition, 
‘Dhanya bhag seva ka avsar paya’. 
The sun brightened as she crafted 
layer upon layer of  piety. The 
packed house had thus been 
strengthened for the holy 
trek ahead. 
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